Clinical Note: How I Examine My Patient

The Retropulsion Test: A Good Evaluation of Postural Instability in Parkinson’s Disease?
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Abstract. Postural instability is a disabling feature of Parkinson’s disease (PD), contributing to recurrent falls and fall-related injuries. The retropulsion test is widely regarded as the gold standard to evaluate postural instability, and is therefore a key component of the neurological examination in PD. Many variants exist, which confuses both clinical practice and research. Here, we evaluate the merits of this test by discussing three common variants: (1) the pull test as described in the MDS-UPDRS scale; (2) using an unexpected shoulder pull, without prior warning; and (3) the push-and-release test. All variants are a quick method to index the degree of postural instability, but the outcome can vary considerably due to variability in test execution and interpretation. This partially explains why the retropulsion test fails to predict future falls in PD. Another explanation is that falling results from the complex interplay between gait, balance, cognitive decline and environmental factors, and the retropulsion test captures only part of that. We conclude with several recommendations for current clinical practice.
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INTRODUCTION OF THE CLINICAL DILEMMA

Postural instability is a common and disabling feature of Parkinson’s disease (PD), contributing to recurrent falls and fall-related injuries. Falls rarely occur in the first two years after onset of PD. Indeed, the majority of PD patients experience falls only 5 to 10 years after disease onset, and the debut of falls is later when patients have a tremor-dominant phenotype of PD, as compared to the phenotype dominated by postural instability and gait disability [1]. If patients do fall early in the disease (and particularly when this occurs in the first year after disease onset), alternative diagnoses must be considered, in particular one of the various forms of atypical parkinsonism.

The retropulsion test is widely regarded as the gold standard to evaluate postural instability, and is there-
five steps is regarded as even more abnormal according to the MDS-UPDRS. Markedly affected patients continue to step backward without ever regaining their balance and must be caught by the examiner (this would be called true retropulsion). Even more severely affected patients fail to correct entirely, and fall backward “like a pushed toy soldier”, without taking any corrective steps. As shown in Table 1, many variations in the execution and interpretation of the retropulsion test exist, which confuses both clinical practice and research. Here we discuss three common variants: (1) the retropulsion test as described in the MDS-UPDRS scale; (2) using an unexpected shoulder pull, without prior warning; and (3) the push-and-release test.

THE TESTS IN CLINICAL PRACTICE

Retropulsion test as described in the MDS-UPDRS

When using the retropulsion test as described by the MDS-UPDRS, balance corrective responses are tested by applying a sudden shoulder pull [2]. The clinician instructs the patient what is about to happen. Patients need to be informed that the clinician will pull their shoulders backwards, and that they are allowed to take as many backward steps as needed to avoid falling (failure to specify this not rarely results in patients letting themselves fall merely backwards into the arms of the examiner). Patients should be told not to shift their weight forward (e.g. by flexing their trunk) in anticipation of the pull. The patient should stand erect with eyes open and feet comfortably apart and parallel to each other. The clinician stands behind the patient and, importantly, must stand sufficiently far away from the patient, allowing enough space for the patient to take several steps to recover balance independently. The examiner must obviously also be ready to support the patient when needed. The MDS-UPDRS recommends applying a mild pull first, which is not rated and serves as a demonstration. The second pull is recommended to be quickly and forcefully applied, and is rated by counting the number of balance correcting steps (Table 2). Scoring performance on the retropulsion test according to this scale is recommended, as this allows for comparison of test results over time and across examiners and different centers, particularly within clinical trials. However, in clinical practice, we also take the quality of the corrective steps into account, as our experience indicates that perfectly healthy subjects sometimes take more than two steps (but these are then always large and rapid, the subject’s balance never being jeopardized). Conversely, it is not rare to see patients take only one or two steps (i.e. formally a normal test result), but we score the test still as abnormal if these steps are slow or small, leading to marked body sway and a clear sense of instability. This is admittedly a subjective score, and actual test performance is noted literally in the medical chart. Finally, note that freezing of gait can sometimes produce an abnormal test result, even when balance per se is actually good, simply because “gluing” of the feet interferes with the ability to take rapid corrective steps. This can be detected by debraining the patient (was gluing experienced subjectively?) and by observing the typical “trembling” phenotype associated with freezing of gait [5]. Recognizing such freezing is crucial, as this is now regarded as the leading cause of falls in PD [6].

Retropulsion evoked by an unexpected shoulder pull

Applying the retropulsion test consistently as recommended by the MDS-UPDRS is important, again for comparative purposes in trial settings. However, we recommend to add a variant prior to the retropulsion test as described above, to address potential shortcomings related to offering prior information about the upcoming procedure and the need to perform a demonstration trial. Specifically, prior instructions and a test trial do not mimic daily life circumstances where falls incidents are – by definition – totally unexpected and
unpracticed events. Importantly, the balance responses to the very first and unpracticed balance disturbance are different compared to the subsequent responses to identical balance perturbations, a phenomenon known as ‘first trial effect’ [7]. These first trial responses are qualitatively inferior to the subsequent (and therefore more predictable and trained) perturbations, likely because a startle response overrides the proper balance correction, leading to global stiffening that interferes with rapid balance corrections [7]. And even more importantly, expected retropulsion tests yield different scores than unexpected tests, the latter being more frequently abnormal in patients with PD [8]. This was later confirmed in an experiment using automated and standardized balance perturbations delivered by a moving support surface: the results showed that the responses to the first (fully unexpected) balance perturbation had greater discriminative power to separate PD from controls than all subsequent (practiced) perturbations [9]. Therefore, prior to performing the MDS-UPDRS variant, we prefer to first examine postural instability by applying one forceful shoulder pull without any specific prior warning (except when patients already manifest spontaneous instability, even without perturbations). Rating is done as described above. After this unexpected shoulder pull, we repeat the retropulsion test as described by the MDS-UPDRS protocol. The response to the second (and predictable) trial is usually better than the response to the very first trial. If not, we usually perform a third and fourth retropulsion test, in which we regard failure to improve the balance correcting response as another sign of postural instability. For both the unexpected shoulder pull and the retropulsion test as described in the MDS-UPDRS, it is of outmost importance that the clinician is prepared to rescue the patient if so needed, should the patient be pulled off balance (this may be particularly the case when the patient is perturbed without warning). To this end, when we perform the shoulder pull, we make sure that the examiner stands with their back close to a wall, allowing sufficient space for the patient to take several stepping responses, but which also safeguards the examiner from falling backwards with the patient.

**Push and release test**

According to the push and release test, the clinician stands behind the patient [10]. The patient is instructed to push backward against the clinician’s hands, which are placed on the patient’s scapulae. The force of the patient’s push is not allowed to be so strong that the heels are lifted off the ground. A balance perturbation is induced by suddenly removing the hands, inevitably forcing the patient to take one or more corrective backward steps (prior to the test, patients should be instructed to do whatever necessary to regain their balance, including taking one or more steps) [10]. The push and release test is again rated by counting the number of balance correcting steps. The MDS-UPDRS scoring system can be used, but an alternative rating score has been proposed, as shown in Table 3. There is no consensus which trial should be rated, although Jacobs and colleagues suggested to score the third attempt [10].

### DISCUSSION

All three variants of the retropulsion test are a quick method to index the degree of postural instability, but all have disadvantages. A major drawback to the retropulsion test when performed using a shoulder pull is the variability introduced by inconsistency in the strength of the pull, and also by variations in posture and weight of both the patient and clinician. For example, to achieve a comparable balance perturbation, a heavy patient weighing 120 kg needs a much stronger shoulder pull than a frail patient weighing only 60 kg. However, some clinicians might not be strong enough to perturb balance in the first type of patient, or might apply a milder pull on purpose because they are afraid of being unable to support the patient’s balance when needed. Due to this variability, the retropulsion test has only a moderate intra- and interrater reliability, and correlates poorly with objective measures of balance (as scored using quantitative posturography) [11]. The push and release test was developed to overcome this variability, and initial assessments showed that it indeed yielded more consistent perturbation forces [10]. However, this test also remains subject to variability, as in our experience, many patients are hesitant to push sufficiently strong backward into the hands of the clinician, or merely push the shoulders back while shifting the hips forward.

---

**Table 3**

Proposed scoring of the push and release test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Recovers independently with one step of normal length and width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Two to three small steps backward, but recovers independently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Four or more steps backward, but recovers independently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Steps, but need to be assisted to prevent a fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Falls without attempting a step or unable to stand without assistance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It has been shown that an unexpected shoulder pull – executed once – is more sensitive than an expected shoulder pull (as described in the MDS-UPDRS) for assessing retrospectively ascertained falls or near-falls in patients with PD [4]. However, irrespective of its method of execution, the shoulder pull fails to predict future falls in PD [8]. It has not yet been investigated whether the push and release test is more sensitive in predicting future falls, and prospective evaluation of this test is therefore needed. Failure of the retropulsion test to predict future falls is probably related not just to the drawbacks in pull delivery or to the variability and subjective nature in scoring performance. A more important explanation is the fact that falls typically result from a complex interplay between gait, balance, cognitive decline and environmental factors [12, 13]. Single investigations such as the retropulsion test capture only a fraction of this complex pathophysiology. To reliably predict falls, multiple tests are needed that address the various elements contributing to falls; indeed, combining multiple tests improves the predictive power compared to the use of single test [14]. We therefore recommend to perform a set of complementary tests of which the pull test is one, along with e.g. tandem gait performance [15] and tests for freezing of gait [16]. Additionally, we suspect that it might be better to have a continuous and objective outcome measure to rate corrective postural responses (provided by kinematic or accelerometer data) [17], rather than a discrete and subjective score (visually counting the number of corrective steps). Future studies need to evaluate the predictive value of such quantitative outcomes, preferably as part of a comprehensive gait and balance assessment battery. Ideally, such studies should take cognitive functioning, activity level and environmental factors into account as well. Pending such work, we recommend to include an unpredictable perturbation as a well as the MDS-UPDRS variant, and to carefully document which variant of the retropulsion test was applied, which scoring system was used, which attempt was rated, how many balance corrective steps were observed, and what the quality of these responses was.
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